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A general formula for the capacity of stationary nonantic~patory channels is 
known. However, it is difficult to use this formula to calculate the capacities 
of the particular channels that have been considered in the literature. In this 
paper we derive a different formula for the capacity of stationary nonantieipatory 
channels. We then use this formula to calculate the capacities ofseveral channels. 
In this way we obtain a unified approach to the calculation of the capacity. 
This approach avoids having to prove a coding theorem and a weak converse 
for each special type of channel. 
INTRODUCTION 
I t  was shown by Winkelbauer (1960) that a stationary nonanticipatory 
channel has a capacity. A formula for this capacity is given in Nedoma (1957); 
the capacity is equal to the supremum of the entropies of the sources which 
are transmissible over the channel. The main result of this paper, Theorem 2, 
gives a new proof of the existence of the capacity for stationary nonanticipatory 
channels, and a different formula for this capacity. In the section of this paper 
on applications, we use this formula to find the capacity of several channels. 
First, however, we need some results concerning the Shannon-McMil lan 
Theorem. 
The Shannon-MeMillan Theorem. 
Let (/2, J~) be any measurable space; let P be a probability measure on 
(~2, ~) .  If  W is a discrete measurable function with domain (/2, J r ) ,  let P (W)  
be the discrete measurable function with domain (/2, d//) such that P(W)(co) = 
P(W = W(co)), co E/2. If V is another discrete measurable function with 
domain (/2, ~/2/), let P(W I V) be the discrete measurable function with 
domain (/2, J / )  defined as follows: 
P(W] V)(co) = P(W = W(¢o) l V = V(~)), if P(V ~ V(~o)) > 0; 
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P(W[  V)(oJ) = O, otherwise. Let 
Hp(W) -= --re log P(W)  dP, Hp(W[ V) = --fo log P(W[  V) dP. 
(All logarithms appearing in this paper will be to the base 2.) 
Suppose U is a measurable mapping from ~2 to itself. A probability measure 
P on (£2, d/d) is defined to be periodic with respect o U if there exists a positive 
integer N such that P is stationary with respect to UN; that is, P(M)  = 
P(UN~ M), M ~ ./g. The smallest integer N with this property is called the 
period of P. 
The following version of the Shannon-McMillan Theorem will be needed 
in this paper. It follows from the papers by Jacobs (1959) and (1962). 
THEOREM 1. Let U be a measurable mapping from g2 to itself. Let Z 1 be a 
discrete measurable function with domain (£2, J~). Let Z2, Z a ,... be defined as 
follows: Zi(~o ) = Zl(Ui-l(oJ)), co ~ ~2, i = 2, 3,.... There exists a nonnegative 
measurable U-invariant function h defined on ~ such that 
- - l im n -~ log P(ZI , Z2 .... , Z~) = h 
#Z-~ co 
in the sense of the LI(P) convergence for every probability measure P on ((2, Jd) 
periodic with respect o U. Furthermore, if h is the number of elements in the range 
of Z1, h can be chosen so that h ~ log h. 
Definition of a Channel 
Let A 0 , B 0 be finite sets with a, b elements respectively. Let A be the set 
of all sequences (x 1 , x 2 ,...) of elements from A0; let B be the set of all 
sequences (Yl, Y2 ,...) of elements from B 0 . For each positive integer i, let 
X i' be the coordinate mapping which maps A onto the ith coordinate; that is, 
X{(x l ,  x 2 .... ) = x~. Similarly, let Yi' map B onto the ith coordinate, 
i = 1, 2,.... Let ~- be the smallest a-algebra of subsets of A with respect to 
which XI' , X( , . . .  are measurable. If m, n are positive integers with m ~ n, 
let f~  be the sub-a-algebra of ~-generated by X~', X~+ 1 ,..., X~'. Let f~ 
be the smallest a-algebra of subsets o rB  with respect to which YI", Y2',... are 
measurable. Let f~  be the sub-a-algebra of ~ generatedby Y~', Y~+I,..., Y~'. 
Let (S, 5:) = (A, ~ ' )  × (B, f#). Let X1, X 2 ,... and I:1, ]:2 ,..- be the 
mappings with domain (S, ~9 °) defined as follows: Xdx, y)= X/(x) ,  
Y~(x,y) = Y((y) ,  (x ,y )~S,  i=  1 ,2 , . . .  Let X=(X1,X  2 .... ), Y= 
(Y1, I:2 ,-..). I fm ~< n, let X~ (or X~.~) be defined as follows: X~ = X~.~ = 
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(X~., X~+ 1 ,..., X~). Let Y ,~,  Y,~.~, X~n , X~.n , Y,~,~, Y~.r, be defined in 
similar fashion. 
Let TA be the one-sided shift on A; that is, TA(Xl, x2 ,...) = (x2, x~ ,...). 
Let TB be the one-sided shift on B. Let Ts: S--+ S be defined as foIlows: 
Ts(x, y) = (TAx, rBy), (x, y) ~ S. 
Let ~,  ~s ,  and -~e be the collections of measures on (A, ~' )  defined as 
follows: ~ is the collection of all probability measures on (A, ~)  periodic 
with respect o TA; ~8 is the collection of all probability measures on (A, o~) 
stationary with respect o TA; and ~ consists of those measures in ~.  which 
are ergodic with respect o TA • 
A mapping/z: A × ~ ~ [0, 1] is said to be a channel probability function if 
(1) /x(', G) is W-measurable for every G ~ ~. 
(2) /x(x, ") is a probability measure on (B, N) for every x ~ A. 
I f /z  is a channel probability function, the triple (S, 50, tz) is said to be a 
channel. The channel (S, 50,/z) is a stationary channel if /~(x, T~IG) = 
tZ(TA x, G) for every x ~ A, G ~ N. The channel (S, 5", iz) is a nonanticipatory 
channel if/z(-, G) is ~ , -measurab le  for every G c N ,~.  
Let A0~(B0 ~) be the collection of sequences of length n from the set A0(B0). 
I f  (S, 5 °,/z) is a nonanticipatory channel, and if (xl,  x2 .... , x~)~Ao% 
(Yl , Y2 ,..., Y~) ~ Bo% let 
/x~(x~, x 2 ,..., x~; y~, y~ ,..., y~) =/~(x, {Y~' = y~, Y~' = Y2 .... , Y,~( = Y,~}), 
where x is any sequence in A whose first n coordinates are x 1 , x 2 ,..., x . .  I f  
E C B0% let l~n(Xl, x 2 ,..., x~; E) = ~u~/z~(xl ,  x~ ..... x~; y). 
I f  P a ~ and (S, 50,/~) is any stationary channel, let P/~ be the measure on 
(S, 50) such that Plz(F × G) = fF I~(X, G) P(dx), F ~ ~-, G ~ fY. The measure 
Pt~ is periodic with respect o Ts • Theorem I implies that there is a bounded 
nonnegative Ts-invariant measurable function I with domain (S, 50) such 
that Iim~_,~o n -~ log{P/z(X~,, Y~,)/Ptz(X~,) P~(Y~)} : I in the sense of 
L~(Ptz) convergence for all P ~ ~,  and all/x. We define R(P, Ix) = Ys I d(Plz). 
Codes for a Channel. 
Let N, n be positive integers. Let h be such that 0 < 2t < 1. A (N, n, )t) 
code for the nonanticipatory channel (S, 50, t~) consists of 
(1) N elements of Ao% denoted by w~, w~ .... , wN; and 
(2) N mutually disjoint subsets of Bo ~, denoted by El ,  Ea .... , EN, 
such that ~(w~; Ei) ~> 1 --  ;~, i = 1, 2,.., N. 
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Capacity for a Channel. 
If 0 < h < 1, and n is a positive integer, let N(n, A) be the largest N 
for which there exists a (N, n, A) code for the nonanticipatory channel 
(S, 50,/z). Let C(A) = li---m~_,~ n -a log N(n, A), _C(A) = li_mm~_~o~ n -  log N(n, A), 
C = lima_>0 C(A), C = lima_,0 C(A). If C ~ _C, we say that the channel has 
a capacity. The capacity C of the channel is then defined to be C. (Some 
authors call _C the weak capacity, to distinguish from the strong capacity; 
see Wolfowitz (1963).) 
A Formula for the Capacity 
Let (S, 5:,/~) be a fixed stationary nonanticipatory channel. If 0 < A < 1, 
let M(A) ~ supv~,  sup{r: PI~(I ~< r) < A}. 
THEOREM 2. Let (S, 50, tz) be a stationary nonanticipatory channel. Then 
the channel has a capacity. Furthermore, the capacity C = lima_,0 M(A). 
Pro@ The theorem follows from the coding theorem and its weak 
converse given in Lemmas 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 1. (A Coding Theorem.) I f  0 < A < l, then C(A) ~> M(A) 
for the channel (S, 50, tz) of Theorem 2. 
Pro@ Suppose that P ~ ~,  is such that PIz(I ~< r) < A. Choose A' so 
that Ptz(I ~< r) < A' < A. Then for n sufficiently large, 
P.(xl., Y1.) r] ~' 
P/~ [n -~ log p- -~))5tz - ( -y~ ) ~< < < 1. 
For each n, let s~ be the greatest integer k such that k ~< (A -- A') 2 r~. 
Lemma 3.5.2 of Ash (1965) (due to Feinstein (1954)) states that if s is an 
integer such that 
s2-. + P~(E) < ~, where E= flog p~l~)-[,iS(-~l,, YI~) ~ ct, 
then there exists a (s, n, A) code for the channel. Taking c = rn, it is easily 
seen that for sufficiently large n there exists a (s~, n, A) code for the channel. 
Therefore, C(A) >/r ;  it follows that C(A) >/ll/L(A). 
LEMMA 2. (A Converse to the Coding Theorem.) For the channel of 
Theorem 2, C ~ lim~_~ 0 M(A). 
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Proof. Let r  <C.  Choose r '  so that r <r '<C.  LetA>0.  Thereare  
integers m, N such that there is a (N, m, 3`) code with m -1 log N -- r" > r'. 
Let w~, w2 ,..., wz~ be the sequences of length m from Ao ~ which form the 
code. Choose the measure P E ~p with respect to which the functions 
{X~+I .~+~:  h = 0, 1, 2,...} are independent, and P(X~m ~- w~) ~- N -1, 
i = 1, 2,..., N. Fano's Inequality (Theorem 3.7.1 of Ash (1965)) implies that 
m-IHe~,(Xv~ I Y~m) ~ 3  `log a + H(3`), where 
H(3`) = --3` log 3  `- -  (1 --  3,) log(1 --  3`). 
Let h be the nonnegative measurable function such that 
h = --l ira n -1  log P/x(XI,~, Y~n) 
Now He,(X~+l.~m+ ~ [ Y~+I .~+~)  is independent of k because the channel 
is stationary and nonanticipatory. Also, 
for discrete measurable functions U1, Us, V1, /72 on S. It follows then that 
fs hd(PIx) = l im~ n-IHp,(XI~ I Y~) <~ 3  `log a + H(3`). Since 
- - l im n -1 log P/x(Xa~ ) = r" in L~(P/x), 
we have I = r" - -  h a.e. [P/x]. Using Chebyshev's Inequality, it follows then 
that Pix(I <. r) =: Pix(h >/r" -- r) <~ (r" -- r)-1(3` log a + H(3`)) < (r' --  r) -1 
()t log a + HOt)) = q()~), say. Therefore, M(q(3`)) >~ r whenever q(3`) < 1. 
Letting A -+ 0 and then r --+ C, the lemma is proved. 
The following lemma tells us that we may restrict ourselves to either 
stationary or ergodic measures in calculating M(3`). 
LEMMA 3. For the channel of Theorem 2, 
M(3`) = sup sup{r: Pp~(I ~< r) < 3`} = sup sup{r: Pix(I <~ r) < ,~}. 
P~s P~@e 
Proof. I f  P is a probability measure on (A, Y )  and T: (A, o~) -+ (A, o~), 
let TP be the probability measure such that TP(F) = P(T ~F), F G ~'. 
Fix P ~ -~ for the remainder of the proof. I f  N is the period of P, let Q e #s 
l~e the measure Q 1 Y-1 i = N-  52i_-0 r~ P. Now Ptz(I <~ r) = fA tx( x, {I <~ r}~) P(dx), 
where {I ~ r}~ is the section of the set {I ~ r} at x e A. The Ts-invariance 
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of I implies that tz(x, {I ~ r}x) is a TA-invariant function of x ~ d .  It then 
follows that Pt~(I <~ r) ~- Qu(I ~ r). 
It is known that for each x 6 A there exists a Q~ ~ ~ such that for every 
bounded measurable functionf on ./1, fA [fA f (x')Q~(dx')]Q(dx) = fa f (x)Q(dx). 
(See Parthasarathy (1961).) Taking f (x )= i~(x,{I ~ r}~), we see that 
fA Q~( I  <~ r) Q(dx) ~- Q~(I ~ r). Therefore if Ptz(I ~ r) < A, then 
Q~tz(I ~ r) < A for some x. Lemma 3 now follows. 
The following lemma will be of use later in this paper. 
LEMMA 4. Let P ~ ~ . There is a sequence {Pn)~ ° of measures in Pe such 
that lim,~_~o R(P,~, i z) ~ R(P, t~) for every channel probability function i~ 
which makes (S, ~9 °, ix) a stationary channel. 
Proof. Let f(x, i ~) ~= $B It*(x, dy). We have R(P, iz) = fA ~(X,/~) P(dx). 
If  N is the period of P, let Q ~ ~s be the measure Q .- N -1 ~ 1ALP. Since 
f(x, I*) is a TA-invariant function of x ff A, it follows that R(P, tz) -- R(Q, i~). 
For each positive integer m, let Qm E #~ be the measure with respect o which 
the functions {X~m+l,km+m: k ~ O, 1,...} are independent, and such that 
Q~(X~m ) = Q(X~m ). We have that 
Also, lim,+o~ n-~Ho~(X~,) - m-~Ho~(X~) = m-~Ho(X~,O. Consequently, 
R(Q,, , tz) -~ lim n-alia (X~n) -- lira n-~Ho ~(Xa, ] Y~,) 
It follows then that li__m_m . . . .  R(Q~, t*) >~ R(Q, ~). Let P~ ~- m- 2-,i=0 TAiQ~ • 
The argument at the beginning of the proof implies that R(P~, I*)= 
R(Q~, t~). Furthermore, P~ ~ ge .  
Applications 
We now use the general formula C --  lim~_, 0M(A) to calculate the capacity 
of several channels which have been considered in the literature. 
1. THE CHANNEL WITH ADDITIVE RANDOM NOISE 
Let Jlo ~ Bo and also suppose -d o is an abelian group. Then A is an 
abelian group, the direct product of a countable number of copies of A o . 
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Let Q ~ ~.  Let (S, ~9 °,/x) be the channel with additive random noise 
defined as follows:/x(x, G) = Q(G -- x), x e A, G e N. 
Such a channel was considered by Parthasarathy (1963). We now obtain 
Parthasarathy's expression for the capacity of this channel. 
I f  P ~ #~,  then P/X(Y~ I Xln)( x, Y) = Q(X~)(y  -- x), (x, y) e S. Also, if 
F~,  P /X(Y - -X~F)= fA/X(X,X +F)P(dx)= Q(F). Therefore, if h = 
lim~_,oo --  n -~ log Q(X'~,~) in I)(Q), then lim~_>~ -- n -a log P/X(X~,~ [ Y,n) = 
h(Y --  X )  in La(P/X). It follows then that 
I = l im n -1 log P/X(¥~'~ l XvO - -h (Y  -- X )  + log a, 
a.e. [P/x]. Consequently, if P/X(I ~< r) < A, then O(--h -l- log a ~< r) = 
P/X(--h(Y -- X )  + log a <~ r) < ;L 
Also, if P '  c ~ is the measure such that P'(Xt '  = x l ,  X2' =- x2 ,..., X~' = 
x~) = a-% then P'/X( Y1 = Yl ,..., Y~ = Y~) = ~,~ ...... ~ P'/X( Y1 ~- Y~ ..... Y~ = 
y~ I & = x~ ,..., x ,~ = x~) a -~ = Z~ ..... ~, 9 (2 ;  = y~ - x~ ,..., xd  = 
y~ -- x~) a -** = a -n. We have then that I = h(Y --  X )  + log a, a.e. [P'/X]. 
Therefore, M(;~) = sup{r: Q(--h + log a ~< r) < 1}. It is then a routine 
matter to show that the capacity C = lim~+ 0 M(A) -= log a --  ess o sup h. 
2. AVERAGED CHANNELS WHOSE COMPONENTS ARE ERGODIC CHANNELS 
Let (T, J - )  be a measurable space. For each t e T, let (S, 5 p,/xt) be an 
ergodic channel. (A channel (S, 5 °,/~) is ergodic if P/x is ergodic with respect 
to T s for every P ~ ~ .) We suppose that for each G e N and x ~ A,/xt(x, G) 
is a J--measurable function of t E T. Let a be a probability measure on (T, J-). 
Let (S, 5 °,/x) be the averaged channel with/x(x, G) = fr/x~( x, G) a(dt), G e N, 
xEA.  
It is not hard to show that for each fixed G ~ ~, /xt(x, G) is a J "  X ~-  
measurable function of (t, x) ~ T × A. 
Let P ~ ~.  Then i fF  ~ Y and G c f~, PIz(F × G) = ~F /x(x, G) P(dx) ~- 
IF I~/x*(x, c)  ~(at) P(dx) = I~ IF/x,(x, C) e(dx) ~(at) = J'~ p/x~(F × C) ~(at). 
Applying the monotone class lemma, it follows that P/X(E) = ~r P/Xt(E) a(dt), 
E e 5 ~. Hence, Ptz(I ~ r) = f r  P/Xt( I <~ r) o~(dt). 
For each t ~ T, P/X* is ergodic since the channel (S, 5 °,/xt) is ergodic; 
therefore, I -~-R(P,/Xt), a.e. [p/xt]. We have then that P/X(I ~ r )= 
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~{t ~ T: R(P, I~ ~) <~ r}. It can be shown that sup{r: a(R(P, ix ~) ~ r) < A} = 
sup{ee::dE)>a_a} infuse R(P, ix~). Therefore, 
M(A) = sup sup infR(P,/x *) 
P~ e {E~-:a(E)>I--,~} cE 
and C = lima_~ 0 M(A). 
3. AVERAGED CHANNELS WITH FINITELY ~/[ANY ERGODIC COMPONENTS 
Let T be a finite set. For each t ~ T, let (S, 5 f, ~t) be an ergodic channel. 
Let ~,, t E T, be positive numbers summing to one. Let (S, Zf,/~) be the 
averaged channel with t z = ~t~r ~t/z*- This channel was considered by 
Nedoma (1960). The capacity for this channel was not calculated by Nedoma; 
however, he did obtain upper and lower bounds for the capacity. We now 
obtain the capacity and these upper and lower bounds. 
It easily follows from Section 2 that C = sup?~ inf~ T R(P, i~). Lemma 4 
implies that this number is the same as the number sup?a~ inft~ r R(P, t~*). 
Let C~ be the capacity of (S, ~9 °,/~*), t ~ T. We now know that C t = 
sup?~, R(P, y) .  Since supp~, inft~r R(P, t z*) ~ inf~ r sup~y~ R(P, i~*), we 
have C ~ infte T C,,  which is the upper bound for C obtained by Nedoma 
in his paper. 
To obtain Nedoma's lower bound for C, let us first assume that Ct > 0, 
t E T. Otherwise, C = 0. Let L == ()-~r C~-1) -1. Let e > 0. For each t ff T, 
choose P~ ~ so that R(Pt,  i~ ~) ~ Ct -  e. Let P a~s  be the measure 
P = L ~ter Ct lP t  • For each s e T, R(P, t:)  = L ~.t~T C~R(Pt  , I ~) 
LC~R(P,  i x~) >/LC[~(C~ -- e). Thus, 
sup inf R(P, i~ ~) >/inf[LC;~(C~ -- Q], 
P~e toT teT 
for every ~ > 0. Letting ~ ~ 0, we obtain C ~ L, the lower bound for C 
obtained by Nedoma. 
4. AVERAGED CHANNELS WHOSE COMPONENTS ARE 
DISCRETE MEMORYLESS CHANNELS 
Let (T, Y ,  c~) be a probability space. For each t a T, we require (S, S p,/~) 
to be a discrete memoryless channel. We require/z~(x, G) to be measurable in t 
for fixed x, G. Let (S, 5 p,/~) be the averaged channel with /~(x, G)= 
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frlXt(x, G)c~(dt). Such an averaged channel was considered by Ahlswede 
(1968). We now obtain Ahlswede's expression for the capacity of this channel. 
Let P ~ ~, .  Let Q e ~,  be the measure with respect to which 321', X~',... 
are independent, and such that Q(XI') ~-P(XI'). Then for each t c T, 
R(Q, i~ ~) >/R(P,/~*); this follows easily from Lemma 3.7.2 of Ash (1965). 
Also, 
R(Q,  ~') = 
~,  Ot~*(X1, f l )  log >**(x; y) Q(X,'  = x)/~**(x;y), log Q~Qt~( -g , )  d(Ql~*) = ~ qt(y) 
~s ~Ao,Y~B 0 
where q*(y) = E,~A ° Q(X,' = x) /~*(x ;  y).  I f  ~ = (~, ,  ~ .... , ~o) is a 
probability vector of length a, let 
R,( ,0  = 
~(x;y )  '~  ~'x; = Z log y), where ~r+Cy) Z ~rg~t( x; Y)" 
~Ao,~o ~r~(Y) ~ ~ • ~A 0 
It  follows then from Section 2 that M(A) = sup~ sup~-:~(e)>~_~} inft~ ~ Rt(~r ) 
and C = lima_, 0 M(h). (Discrete memoryless channels are ergodic channels.) 
5. AVERAGED CHANNELS WITH COUNTABLY MANY DISCRETE 
MEMORYLESS CHANNELS AS COMPONENTS 
(i) Let T be a finite set. For each t ~ T, let (S, 5 z,/~*) be a discrete 
memoryless channel. Let a t , t E T, be positive numbers umming to one. Let 
(S, ~9 °, ~) be the averaged channel with /~ = ~tsr  C~tl ~t. For this channel, 
C = sup~ inft~ r Rt(~r), where the supremum is taken over all probability 
vectors ~r of length a. This follows easily from Section 4. 
(ii) Let T = {1, 2, 3,...}. For each t e T, let (S, 5 P, t~ *) be a discrete 
memoryless channel. Let ~,, t ~ T, be positive numbers summing to one 
We assume c~ t ) ~t+~, t ~ T. Let (S, 5 ~,/~) be the averaged channel with 
t /~ = ~=i  ~ " 
I f  ECT ,  let a(E)=~teeat .  I f  ECT  and e~(E)> 1 - -a t  then 
{1, 2,..., t} C E. Consequently, from Section 4, sup~ inft~T Rt(~r) <~ M(~) <~ 
sup~ infl~<t,< ~ R,(~r), for n = 1, 2 ..... Since infl<t<~ Rt(Tr) is a continuous 
function of the probability vector ~r, the following lemma can be applied to 
show that C = sup. inf~r Rt(rr). This value for the capacity was also obtained 
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by Ahlswede (1968). We remark that Ahlswede (1967) has generalized this 
result and the result of Section 4 to obtain the capacity of a stationary semi- 
continuous averaged channel with side information. It is not possible to 
obtain this capacity using the general formula of this paper. 
LEM~aA. Let fl  , fa,.., be a nonincreasing sequence ofnonnegative continuous 
functions defined on a compact subset K of a Euclidean space. Let f ~ limn_>~o f~ • 
Then lim~_>o~ sup~K fn(x) = supx~K f(x). 
Proof. Let R < l im~ supx~K f~(x). Then R < sup~K f~(x) for every 
n. For each n there exists x~ ~ K such that R < f~(x~). The sequence {x~}~ ° 
has a limit point x' ~ K. For fixed m, we have for every n > m that R <f~(xn), 
since thef~ are nonincreasing. Consequently, R ~ f~(x'), sincef~ is contin- 
uous. Letting m -+ co, we see that R ~f (x ' )  ~ sup~dcf(x). This shows that 
lira . . . .  supxdc f~(x) ~ supx~K f(x). The reverse inequality is trivial. 
Final Remarks. For a certain class of simultaneous channels, Ahlswede and 
Wolfowitz (1969) have shown that for averaged errors, the A-capacity exists 
except for at most a finite number of values of A, 0 < A < 1. For the channel 
with additive random noise considered by Parthasarathy (1963), the A- 
capacity exists except for at most countably many values of A. It would be of 
interest o know whether the general approach used in this paper might lead 
to similar results regarding the A-capacity of a stationary nonanticipatory 
channel. 
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